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EPDs made easy 

  

JOB DESCRIPTION AND 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
LCA/EPD PROJECT MANAGER 

 
Climate Earth Inc. (climateearth.com), is a fast growing and innovative provider of cloud- based 
software. We are the North American market leader in software for EPD generation, EPD data analysis, 
and sustainable concrete solutions. 
 
Are you an expert in LCA and SimaPro?   
Are you familiar with GaBi and OpenLCA? 
Do you have experience managing LCA projects? Do you enjoy leading those projects? 
Would you like to lead the global transition from manual to automated on-demand EPDs? 
Are you excited by and willing to learn as you take on added responsibility including new 
technical and managerial roles? Do you have two to five years of demonstrated LCA expertise? 
Are you a team player and a self-starter? 
 
If you answered yes to these questions, then we would love to talk to you about joining our growing 
and highly innovative company. 

 

The LCA EPD project manager will be a critical member of a small high-energy team. 

 

Working closely with the North American Implementation Manger, this position is accountable for 
managing all aspects of implementation of our EPD Generator system. In this role you will manage the 
customer through the data collection phase, write the LCA report, obtain third party verification of 
initial EPDs, deploy the EPD Generator software, and train the customer on the use of the EPD 
Generator. 

This is a hands-on position, requiring a critical eye for details and a big picture perspective. You will be 
working with large and smaller customers ultimately with little direct day to day oversight and 100% 
responsibility for the success of every EPD Generator customer. The successful candidate must be a 
team player, skilled time manager and negotiator, obsessive planner, strategic thinker, and skilled 
writer who is self-motivated, creative, confident, hardworking, and enthusiastic. 

 

Location:                                 Flexible, North America 

Reports to:                             North American Implementation Manger 

Salary and benefits:            $55,000-$75,000 plus matching 401K and health benefits       

 

To apply: 

Submit your resume and cover letter to  recruiting@climateearth.com. 
Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis until the position is filled. 

 

Note that we do not accept phone calls, drop-ins, or hard copies. 
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